Control of respiration by the hypothalamus and by feedback from contracting muscles in cats.
Central command and feedback from contracting muscles are two mechanisms which are thought to control the respiratory and cardiovascular systems during exercise. In this study, we compared the individual and combined responses to activation of central command and to muscular contraction in anesthetized cats. Continuous electrical stimulation of the subthalamic locomotor region (STLR) was used to simulate central command (Eldridge et al., 1985). Static (tetanic) contraction of hindlimb muscles was produced by stimulating the cut peripheral ends of the L7-S1 ventral roots. Despite similar increases in arterial pressure, STLR stimulation caused larger increases in cardiac frequency and respiration than that evoked by muscular contraction. When performed during muscular contraction, STLR still caused large increases in respiration, arterial pressure and cardiac frequency. In contrast, muscular contraction when induced during STLR stimulation caused only small increases in respiration and modest changes in arterial pressure and cardiac frequency. These results suggest that central command and feedback from contracting muscles exert different respiratory and cardiovascular effects when activated simultaneously than when activated individually. In addition, central command, as activated by STLR stimulation, predominates over the responses caused by muscular contraction.